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Chord is a distributed hash table solution that makes a set of assumptions about its perfor-
mance and how that performance is affected when the size of the Chord network increases.
This thesis studies those assumptions and the foundation they are based on. The main focus
is to study how the Chord protocol performs in practice by utilizing a custom Chord protocol
implementation written in Python.

The performance is tested by measuring the length of lookup queries over the network
and the cost of maintaining the routing invariants. Additionally, the amount of data being
exchanged when a new Chord node joins the network and how data has been distributed over
network in general is also measured. The tests are repeated using various different networks
sizes and states.

The measurements are used to formulate models and those models are then used to draw
conclusions about the performance assumptions. Statistical measurements of quality are used
to estimate the quality of the models.

The Ukko high performance cluster is used for running the Chord networks and to execute
the tests.
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1 Introduction

Chord is a distributed hash table solution, that provides a lookup service
that maps an arbitrary key to a node in the network. It is a distributed
algorithm, where the Chord nodes form a structured peer-to-peer network in
a shape of a ring.
The Chord protocol makes assumptions about its performance. This thesis
uses a Chord protocol implementation written in Python to test those
assumptions and analyzes how well those assumptions hold in practice.
The Chord protocol implementation is built solely for the purpose of this
thesis and the source code is stored in the GitHub web based service.
The performance is tested by measuring the number of times messages are
being forwarded when executing lookup queries in a Chord network. The
lookup queries are executed using different scenarios. In addition to a stable
network state, scenarios where nodes are either missing part of their routing
variables or have completely failed are used. Also the distribution of data
items in the network as well as how the nodes behave when new nodes join
the network is investigated.
Measurements are done by adding additional payload in the query messages
to record data and by executing separate queries with the sole purpose to
gather network statistics. In order to be able to create meaningful models,
the measurements are repeated using several different network sizes.
Linear and logarithmic regression are used for model creation. The created
models are compared to the expected behavior by utilizing statistical mea-
surements of quality. Specifically the mean squared error and the coefficient
of determination.
The measurement data is stored into files and then collected and processed
into an applicable form and used for analysis. Python data processing
libraries are used for preprocessing, model creation and analysis.
The chapters 2 and 3 provide the context and the background information
to understand the purpose and the basic operation of the Chord protocol.
The Chord implementation details are given in the chapter 5.
The research question and the approach is formulated in the chapter 4. The
model formulation, analysis and results are explained in the chapter 6.
The test environment is the Ukko high performance cluster maintained by
the Computer Science Department of the University of Helsinki.
The O-notation used in this thesis refers to the asymptotic upper bound of a
function [CSRL01].
Unless otherwise specified, the logarithmic function log x will always refer to
log2x, the logarithm to base 2.
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The intervals are specified according to [WS02]. The open interval a < x < b
is denoted with (a,b) and closed interval a ≤ x ≤ y is denoted with [a,b].
The half open intervals a ≤ x < b and a < x ≤ b are denoted with [a,b) and
(a,b] respectively. The first half open interval can also be called as right-open
interval and the second one as left-open interval.

2 Distributed Hash Tables

A peer-to-peer (P2P) network is a network built using identical nodes, with
each node providing service to one another [Tar10]. All nodes act as clients
and servers to the other nodes.
A node refers to a process accessible in the network. A program running a
service.
An overlay network is a logical network that runs on top of an existing
physical network [Tar10]. The physical network can also be called as an
underlay network.
In most cases the underlay is the TCP/IP network suite [Tar10]. Due to
being connection oriented and reliable, TCP/IP or the Internet protocol
suite Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol [Pos81b, Pos81b] is
well suited to serve as an underlay.
Internet routers, utilizing TCP/IP, are efficient in routing and forwarding
messages between different network nodes. Routing is the process of building
and maintaining the routing tables, that are used to identify where nodes lie
in the network. Forwarding is the process of sending messages toward their
destination in the network. [Tar10]
Overlay networks are useful in providing new functionality on top of an
existing network, without the need to change the network infrastructure
[Tar10]. This refers mainly to the need to change the routers responsible of the
forwarding and routing functionality in the network. The new functionality
could be e.g. an extension or a change in the default routing and forwarding
behavior.
Overlay networks can increase the fault tolerance of routing and forwarding
by providing several alternative paths between any two nodes in the network,
and therefore providing added robustness. [Tar10]
The nodes of an overlay network are connected via logical links. These links
do not need to be identical to the physical links that connect the physical
network nodes together [Tar10]. Counted as hops, the physical distance
between two nodes can be much longer than the logical distance. Logically
two overlay nodes can be neighbors, but in the physical network those nodes
can reside in computers located in the different sides of the world.
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A hop refers to a message being forwarded between two neighboring nodes.
A distributed hash table (DHT) is a distributed algorithm providing a lookup
service in a decentralized network. Nodes running the algorithm form a P2P
network. The resulting DHT network can be structured, meaning that the
logical topology of the network and the distribution of the data stored in
the network, follow a strict set of rules. [Tar10]
A DHT network can also be unstructured, where the network topology is not
controlled and forms a random graph [Tar10]. These kind of networks rely
e.g. on flooding when sending messages between the nodes of the network.
Unstructured networks are not covered in this thesis, because they are not
relevant to the topic.
The data stored in a distributed hash table is processed as key-value pairs.
The lookup service provides a function that finds the value for any given key
by mapping the key to a node in the network. The data is distributed in the
network in a manner that attempts to assure the efficiency of the lookups.
Keys are often represented as hashes of the stored values [Tar10]. A hash
or a hash value is a fixed sized representation of an arbitrary sized input
value [Sch07]. A function that takes an arbitrary sized input and provides a
output value of fixed size representing that value, is called a hash function.
Each node of a DHT knows enough of the overall network topology, so that
the lookup requests can always be forwarded to their destinations [Tar10].
The nodes are also able to adapt to constant change in the network, that is
caused by nodes arbitrarily joining and leaving the network. This is achieved
by having the nodes constantly update their routing tables.
It is efficient to implement a distributed hash table as an overlay, because the
required high level routing and forwarding functionality is already provided
by the TCP/IP protocol suite.
Due to the structured nature of the network, all lookups are guaranteed to
find their destinations in a bounded number of hops in the logical network
[Tar10].
In a hash table data structure, that maps keys to values and where an index
in the data structure represents the key, a change in the size of the hash
table requires that all stored data items need to be rehashed and restored
[Tar10]. An index in the data structure can be thought as a bucket where
the data item can be placed.
Consistent hashing is a technique providing hash functionality in a manner
that does not require rehashing when the number of buckets change [SMK+01].
In the context of a DHT, when new nodes join or leave the network.
In a large network, it is unfeasible for every node to be aware of all the
other nodes. A node only has a view of the network state that consists of a
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subset of the nodes in the network. No node has the complete routing table
that would contain the full state of the network, but the overall picture is
distributed among the nodes.
Consistent hashing allows a node to map a key into one of the nodes in
its view. This mechanisms allows the lookup requests to be forwarded to a
known node, that is the closest possible node of the target in the current
view. If the receiving node is not the final destination, it is at least closer to
the target than the previous node. [KLL+97]
When nodes join or leave the network, the other nodes’ view can change and
they might need to adapt their routing invariants. Since a change in the
network topology affects a partial view that is visible only to some of the
nodes, only that subset of nodes need to be updated. Additionally, as the
affect of the change is local, only a subset of the stored key-value pairs might
be required to be moved to a new location.
Consistent hashing requires, that only K/N keys are remapped when a node
joins or leaves the network. Here K is the total number of key-value pairs
stored in the network and N is the total number of nodes in the network
[KLL+97].
Chord is a distributed hash table that utilizes consistent hashing to assure load
balancing by spreading keys evenly across the network [SMK+01]. Because
all Chord nodes are equal, it is decentralized. It scales well, because the
lookup length of finding a node in the network grows logarithmically to the
number of nodes in the network.
Chord targets to simplify the design of P2P systems by addressing complex
designs issues. These include how to balance load evenly across the system
and decentralize responsibilities to avoid any single point of failure, how
to scale well without losing too much performance and make sure that
the service is available by constantly updating to adjust to nodes joining
and leaving the network, and how to be application agnostic by placing no
constrains on the structure of the keys. [SMK+01]
In a Chord network, the nodes form a logical ring, with each node having
a specific and singular position on that ring [SMK+01]. Each node has a
unique identifier of the length l, thus making the maximum size of the ring
to 2l nodes.
The Chord nodes update their routing invariants when nodes join or leave
the network to assure that each node can be reached. The keys do not need
to follow any specific structure, thus proving freedom on how data is being
mapped to the nodes.
Chord uses the SHA-1 hash function to assign identifier keys to the data
items as well as to the Chord nodes themselves [SMLN+03]. A key of a data
item is based on the content of the data. A key of a Chord node is based on
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its network address.
The Secure Hash Algorithm 1 (SHA-1) is cryptographic hash algorithm
[oST15], which means that it is designed to be a one-way function. For a
one-way hash function, calculating the hash value from an input should be
easy, but it should be computationally unfeasible to determine the input
from a hash value.
Computationally unfeasible can be defined to mean, that the only way to
find the answer is to use brute force and trying every possible variation to
find the answer [Sch07]. An approach that can take millions of years to
complete, even if one would utilize the entire computing power in the world.
One-way hash functions should also be collision resistant [Sch07]. This means
that it should be practically impossible to find two distinct inputs that would
produce the same hash value [RS04].
The SHA-1 uses a 40 digit long hexadecimal number as the hash value
[oST15]. This equals to 160 bits and means that there are 2160 possible
different hash values. In terms of Chord, this means that the maximum size
of the logical Chord ring is 2160 nodes.
In principle, Chord could use any other hash function in addition to SHA-1
to provide identifiers to its nodes and data items, but in the context of this
thesis only the use of SHA-1 is considered.
Additionally, the SHA-1 is no longer considered to be collision resistant. A
successful collision attack has been performed against SHA-1, that required
less computational operations than a brute force attack. [WYY05]
Even though the collision resistance of SHA-1 has been questioned, it is
considered to have no impact on the study of performance of Chord in the
context of this thesis. This is because the thesis does not concentrate on the
security of Chord or the effectiveness of SHA-1.
Chord is but one distributed hash table solution. Others include Pastry,
Tapestry and Kademlia to name a few [Tar10]. Each DHT solution has its
own distinct features. The description of other DHT solutions with their
similarities and differences to Chord is not in the scope of this thesis.
Whereas Kademlia is used in the BitTorrent P2P file-sharing protocol, the
application of Chord has been mainly academic [Tar10].

3 The Chord protocol

The Chord distributed hash table solution is a distributed lookup protocol
[SMK+01]. Its goal is to efficiently locate data items that have been stored in
a decentralized network. The protocol tolerates constant joining and leaving
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of nodes to and from the network.
Chord operates by mapping keys to nodes. Consistent hashing is used to
assign identifiers to the data items. The same identifier space is used to
give identifiers to the Chord nodes. Each Chord node, that has joined the
network, has a unique identifier. Using SHA-1 hash function makes it highly
improbable that two distinct nodes or data items would have the same
identifier [oST15].
A data item is mapped to the closest Chord node whose identifier is greater
or equal to the identifier of the data item [SMK+01]. The Chord node can
store the data item that has been mapped to it, thus providing a direct
mapping between an identifier key and the data.
On average, a Chord node maintains information about logN other nodes,
where N is the total number of nodes in the Chord network [SMK+01]. This
information is stored in specific routing invariants. The routing invariants
are pointers to a node’s predecessor and successor on the logical Chord ring
as well as pointers to specific nodes further on the ring. These latter pointers
are called fingers.
A lookup is resolved by finding the closest known node that precedes the
target from the routing invariants and forwarding the lookup request to that
node. If the node receiving the lookup request knows the target, then the
lookup is directly forwarded to the target node. If not, then the request is
once again sent to closest known preceding node and so on.
The cost of a lookup is measured in how many times the request has been
forwarded to other nodes in the network. The expected lookup cost in hops is
O(logN) messages, where N is the number of nodes in the network. This is
because the distance between the node currently forwarding the request and
the target node halves every time the request has been forwarded [SMK+01].
This is behavior results from the structure of the finger table, that will be
covered later.
A Chord node is in a stable state if all its routing invariants are correct
according to the current network topology, or state, that is visible to that
node. The Chord network is in a stable state if all Chord nodes are in a
stable state.
In order for the routing to work, a Chord node only needs to have one correct
routing invariant [SMK+01]. However, in such case the performance will
degrade heavily. For the routing to always work, the successor pointer needs
to be correct. It is possible for the routing to work even if the successor
pointer would not be correct, if the finger pointer used to find the target
of the next hop would still be valid. However, in such situation the correct
routing behavior would be based only on chance, because the forwarded
query would miss the broken pointer only based on the target of the query
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and the state of the routing invariants.
A Chord node might be in a state were most of its routing invariants are
incorrect, if a large number of different nodes are joining and leaving the
network in its neighborhood and the node has not had the time to update.
When nodes join or leave the network, the Chord nodes are notified about
the change and it is possible that there is a change to what data items are
mapped to the existing nodes. In this case, the affected data items are moved
to their new homes.
The use of a hash function that hashes its input uniformly across the output
range is essential in keeping the keys mapped equally between the nodes
in the network. If the keys are mapped uniformly, then the nodes in the
network are all roughly responsible of O(K/N) stored data items, where K
is the total number of data items stored in the network and N is the total
number of nodes in the network [SMK+01]. Additionally, when nodes join
and leave the network, then roughly O(K/N) data items will be moved from
one node to another.
Chord is decentralized by having all the nodes being equal in functionality
and therefore not having any single point of failure. Chord also scales well.
The communication cost and state maintenance increases logarithmically
with the number of nodes joining the network [SMK+01].
The logical network forms a ring of identifiers. If the length of the identifier
is m bits, then the identifiers are placed on a ring from 0 to 2m − 1. In case
of the 160-bit hash generated by SHA-1, the identifier starts from 0 and
ends to 2160 − 1. For simplicity’s sake, it is assumed in this thesis that the
identifiers always increase while traveling clockwise on the identifier ring.
The identifiers are ordered in modulo 2m, meaning that successor node of the
node with the identifier 2m − 1 is the first node on its clockwise side with an
identifier ≥ 0.
The successor of a node is the closest node on the clockwise side and the
predecessor the first one on the counterclockwise side.
When a new node joins, then the successor of that node will always transfer
the responsibility of a set of stored data items to the new node. This is
because a key is always mapped to a node that succeeds it on the identifier
ring and when a new joins, it always comes between two existing nodes and
takes the responsibility of the keys that fall in the interval between it and its
predecessor. In a similar fashion, when a node leaves, then the responsibility
of the keys mapped to it will be transferred to its successor.
All arithmetic operations, that are executed when determining the successors,
predecessors and intervals, are executed in modulo 2m.
An example Chord ring is shown in the figure 1. In the example, the key
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length is set to 4 bits. This means that the possible identifiers range from
0 to 15. The smaller black dots represent locations on the identifier circle
and the bigger grey dots represent the two Chord nodes that have joined the
Chord network. The boxes next to the grey dots represent the finger tables
of the nodes.

Figure 1: An example Chord network with two nodes and with the identifier
length of 4 bits.

The finger table is a routing structure, or a routing invariant, that allows the
lookups to traverse long distances on the identifier ring with one hop and
without the need to go through all the nodes in between [SMK+01]. This is
possible, because the finger table keeps pointers to nodes further than the
immediate successor.
The finger table contains at maximum the same number of pointers as there
are bits on the identifier. In case of SHA-1 160 fingers and in the example
in figure 1 4 fingers.
Each finger table entry has three values. These are the start, interval and
node. The node entry contains a pointer to the first node, that has an
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identifier that is greater or equal to the start value of the entry.
The start value equals to (n + 2k−1)mod2m, where n is the identifier of the
node whose finger table is under investigation, k is the index of the finger
table entry from 1 ≤ k ≤ m, and m is the identifier length in bits. This way,
each finger table entry points to a node that is at least 2k−1 positions further
away on the identifier circle.
The interval value defines an interval that starts from the start value of a
finger table entry and ends with the start value of the next finger table entry.
More specifically, the interval that is finger[k].start ≤ x < finger[k+1].start,
where k is the index on the finger table and the notation finger[k].start refers
to the start value of the kth finger table entry.
The inteval value is useful when looking for a successor node of an arbitrary
identifier key.
The node value on the finger table contains the identifier of the node it points
to and its address, that most likely is a combination of an IP address and a
port number.
An example of the routing variables and their values are listed in the table 1.
It contains the routing invariants of the Chord node 8 taken from the state
shown in the figure 1.
The first entry on the finger table always points to the same node as the
successor pointer.

Routing variable Value
Successor 2
Predecessor 2
Fingers Start Interval Node

9 [9, 10) 2
10 [10, 12) 2
12 [12, 0) 2
0 [0, 8) 2

Table 1: Routing table of the Chord node with id 8.

The responsibility of a data item with an identifier k lies within the closest
node whose identifier is smaller or equal to k. In another terms, the data
item with the identifier k has a logical position in the identifier circle and
the node that needs to be located is the next one on the clockwise side.
When lookups are executed, an arbitrary node sends the request to identify
the target node. If the target node is the successor of the node executing
the lookup, then the request can be trivially forwarded to the target. If not,
the lookup query is sent to the node that is known to be the closest known
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node that precedes the target. The expectation is that, the next node has
more knowledge about the the target than the current node.
The node that is expected to have the best possible knowledge about the
target, is the node in the finger table that immediately precedes the target.
The closest known node on the counterclockwise side of the target.
The starting point of the lookup algorithm is the find_successor method
shown in the listing 1 [SMK+01]. The method takes a target identifier as a
parameter and returns information about the node where the target identifier
is mapped to. It does this by searching for the immediate predecessor of the
node it is looking for and returning the successor of that node.
The code shown in the listing 1 as well as in the other code snippets in this
thesis are pseudo code based on the Python programming language [Fou17].
The Python syntax has been sacrificed in order to increase readability. The
implementation details, that make the Chord implementation to work, and
that are described in the paragraph 5, have been purposefully removed for
the same reason.
The self in the code listings refers to node that is executing the method.

def f i nd_succe s so r ( t a r g e t ) :

i f ( s e l f . p r ede c e s s o r < ta rg e t <= s e l f . i d e n t i f i e r ) :
return s e l f

p r ede c e s s o r = f ind_predece s so r ( t a r g e t )

return predec e s s o r . s u c c e s s o r

Listing 1: The method for finding the successor.

The find_successor method uses the find_predecessor method to locate
the immediate predecessor of the node it is looking for [SMK+01]. The
find_predecessor method is shown in the listing 2. The method moves
forward in the identifier circle, looking for a node where the target would lie
between it and its successor.
The find_predecessor method requires to execute a remote procedure call
(RPC) in order to query the closest preceding finger from another node
further down on the identifier ring.
A remote procedure call is a request sent to another node in the network
that triggers a part of the Chord algorithm to be executed on that node. In
case of the find_predecessor method, it is required to access the full routing
invariants of another node. Information that is accessible only by making a
query over the network.
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def f i nd_predece s so r ( t a r g e t ) :
p r edec e s s o r = s e l f

while not ( p r edec e s s o r < ta rg e t <= predec e s so r . s u c c e s s o r ) :
p r edec e s s o r
= RPC( predeces sor ,

c l o s e s t_pre c e ed ing_f inge r ( predeces sor , t a r g e t ) )

return predec e s s o r

Listing 2: The method for finding the predecessor.

Finding the predecessor depends on the closest_preceding_finger method
shown the listing 3 [SMK+01]. The method checks the finger table entries
starting from the last entry down and tries to identify an entry that would
be the closest to the target but would still lie between the node executing
the method and the target.
The remote procedure call is marked as RPC in the code listing 2. It takes
two parameters. The first one is the node where the RPC should be executed
and the second one is the method name that should be run on that remote
node, the closest_preceding_finger. The return value of the RPC is the
return value of the closest_preceding_finger method.
Each finger table entry doubles the distance from the node it belongs to.
This way the theoretical distance to the target is halved with each iteration
in the find_predecessor method. During the first iteration the maximum
distance to a target is 2m and within m iterations the distance has come
down to 1 [SMK+01]. Each iteration either finds the predecessor it is looking
for or asks from a new node further down the identifier circle of what it
knows.

def c l o s e s t_pre c ed ing_f inge r ( t a r g e t ) :

for f i n g e r in reversed ( s e l f . f i n g e r s ) :
i f ( s e l f . i d e n t i f i e r < f i n g e r . node < ta rg e t ) :

return f i n g e r . node

return s e l f

Listing 3: The method for finding the closest preceeding finger.

When a new node joins the network, the routing invariants of the affected
nodes are updated. The affected nodes are those whose view of the network
has been changed by the new node. The routing invariants need to be
updated in order to make sure that each node in the network is reachable.
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Each node that joins the network needs a known entry point to the network
[SMK+01]. The entry point is another Chord node that has already joined
and is able to retrieve information about where the new node will lie in the
network.
The detailed algorithm of handling a join is described in [SMK+01], but the
general idea is as follows.
The new node needs to retrieve information about its predecessor and suc-
cessor nodes, as well as the nodes it needs to point in its finger table. Then
it requires to update the routing invariants of the other affected nodes by
informing them of the change. Lastly, the data items the new node is now
responsible of needs to be transferred to it.
Updating the routing invariants of the new node, is done by utilizing an
exiting and known node, that can be used to query the required information.
This is done by repeatedly calling the find_successor method on the known
node and storing the results.
Then the new node needs to inform other nodes of its existence, so that
the finger tables of the existing nodes can be updated. This is achieved by
sending a separate update message for each entry in the finger table. All
those nodes who could theoretically have outdated information in their finger
tables, need to receive the update message.
For each finger table entry, an update request is sent to the first node
that precedes the new node by at least 2i−1 and from there it will travel
counterclockwise in the identifier circle. The i is the index of the finger table
entry from 1 to m, where m is the size of the finger table [SMK+01].
If the finger table entry on the node s receiving an update message points to
a node e that succeeds the new node n, then n will replace the old finger
table entry e. This is because a finger table entry entry needs to be an
immediate successor for the start value of the finger in question.
If the finger table entry was updated, then the update request travels further
back in the identifier circle. The update request stops traveling, when for the
first time it was not necessary to update a finger table entry. This happens
when a finger table entry precedes the new node n instead of succeeding it.
The predecessor pointer is used to travel the identifier circle in the counter-
clockwise direction [SMK+01].
The network state shown in the figure 1 has two nodes 2 and 8 forming a
Chord network. A third node, node 12, joins the network. Now the successor
of 8 is 12 and the three first fingers of 8 all point to the node 12. This
is because the node 12 is the first node on the clockwise side of the start
values of the finger table entries on the identifier circle. The new network
state with new three nodes is shown in the figure 2 and the updated routing
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invariants of the node 8 are shown in the table 2.

Figure 2: The example Chord network after node 12 has joined.

When nodes join or leave the network concurrently, it might be that not all
routing invariant are correct. The concurrent joining and leaving refers to
a change, that takes place so fast that there has not been enough time to
update the routing invariant due to one change before another one occurs.
Concurrent changes are handled by periodically executing a stabilization
routine on every Chord node in the network [SMK+01]. The stabilization
routine running on the node n makes a query that checks what is its succes-
sor’s predecessor p. This node p should be the same as the node n. However,
p might be a new node that is now the successor of n, and n the predecessor
of p. In a similar fashion, the finger tables entries need to be periodically
refreshed.
Since concurrent performance is not in the scope of this thesis, the details of
the stabilization routine will not be covered. The details are described in
[SMK+01].
A Chord node fails, when it drops out of the network due to unexpected
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Routing variable Value
Successor 12
Predecessor 2
Fingers Start Interval Node

9 [9, 10) 12
10 [10, 12) 12
12 [12, 0) 12
0 [0, 8) 2

Table 2: Routing table of the Chord node 8 after node 12 has joined.

error either in the node itself or in the underlay network. If this happens,
then it is important to be able to find the successor of the failed node in the
network. This is mandatory for the routing to work.
One way to assure this, is for every node to keep track of more than one
of their immediate successors on the identifier circle [SMK+01]. This way,
if one of the nodes fail, then its predecessor already has the knowledge of
the new successor it should point to. By default, the first finger table entry
always points to the successor node, but there is no guarantee that the any of
other fingers would point to the successor’s successor. Therefore a separate
list would need to be maintained.
To make sure that data items are not lost due to a node failure, data items
could be replicated to several different nodes in the network.
If a lookup query can not be forwarded to its destination due to a failure,
then the application using Chord could choose to wait for a while and retry
[SMK+01]. It is expected, that with time the stabilization would correct
the routing invariants and all nodes in the network would once again be
reachable.

4 Testing the Performance

The Chord protocol [SMK+01] makes the following statements about its
performance:

1. "Each node in a Chord network is responsible for K/N keys, where K
is the total number of keys stored in the network and N is the the total
number of nodes in the network."

2. "When the (N+1)st node joins the network, the joining node receives
O(K/N) keys from its successor."

3. "Finding a successor of an arbitrary key in a N-node network requires
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the query to be routed through O(logN) nodes."

4. "When a node joins the network, O((logN)2) messages are needed to
update the routing invariants of the affected nodes."

5. "When N new nodes, each without finger pointers, join an existing
stable network of N nodes, the successor lookup of a key will still take
O(logN) messages."

6. "When half of nodes of a stable N node network fail and are disconnected
from the network, the successor lookup of a key will still take O(logN)
messages."

All the statements above are expected to be true with high probability
[SMK+01]. This means that the statements can be expected to hold with
probability at least 1 − 1/nc, for any c ≥ 1 [Zü17] where n refers to the
number of nodes in a network. So when the number of nodes n is high
enough, then the probability will go to 1.
A stable Chord network is a network where all the nodes have their routing
invariants, including the finger tables, in a correct state.
The goal of the performance testing of the Chord protocol is to validate the
above statements. This section defines the used test setup.
Certain aspects of the Chord protocol are out of scope for the testing. These
are the normal leaving of a node from the network and the stabilization of
the network after a node has left the network due to a failure. Also the
concurrent joining and leaving of nodes is out of scope.
The normal leaving of nodes is expected to perform similarly to joining
and it will be left out to simplify the testing. The stabilization, as well as
concurrent joining and leaving, is left out to simplify the implementation of
the Chord protocol and the test driver.

4.1 The test environment

The tests will be executed in the Ukko high performance cluster [UoH15] from
the University of Helsinki’s Computer Science Department. The cluster con-
sists of 240 nodes. The Ukko node addresses range from ukko001.hpc.cs.helsinki.fi
to ukko240.hpc.cs.helsinki.fi.
1 to 30 of the Ukko nodes will be used in the Chord performance testing.
Each Ukko node running 10 to 500 Chord nodes.
The Ukko nodes can be accessed remotely through melkinkari.cs.helsinki.fi
and melkki.cs.helsinki.fi interactive Linux servers of the Computer Science
Department. Inside the Ukko nodes, the test processes are executed in
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Screen window managers [Fou], that allows the processes to run even if the
connection to a node would be lost and the session would be detached.
The IPv4 [(IE81] address of the used Ukko nodes and the available ports
need to be known to configure the Chord nodes. This is achieved by using
the utilities ifconfig [EKB+13] and netstat [EMH+13].
The Chord nodes and test scenario are controlled by using a set of computer
programs that are executed in parallel in different Ukko nodes. Python
version 3 [Fou17] will be used to execute the programs. The same Python
version that was used to implement the Chord protocol and the test programs.
Git version control system [Git13] is used to maintain the test software in
the Ukko cluster as well as for storing the results. The GitHub web-based
version control repository [Git17] will act as the remote repository where
the software and results will be stored. The url of the remote repository is
https://github.com/kasperi/DHT.git.
The data items that are used in the testing are generated key-value pairs.
The keys are used in the successor lookups. The keys and the data items
are to be stored in the Chord network in stages. The data items have been
generated by dividing novels in the Edgar Rice Burroughs’ Barsoom, Tarzan,
Pellucidar and Caspak series into full sentences and taking the SHA-1 hash
values [oST15] of those sentences. The hash value is the key and the sentence
is the value.
As an example, the first full story sentence of the book A Princess of Mars
[Bur12] is "I am a very old man; how old I do not know." Its SHA-1 hash
value in hexadecimal is f4bbf309de29c0581727ed6b644e22cad35880df and
1397185159076470190906075464885782818687662194911 as an integer. That
means, that the first data item is the key-value pair
(1397185159076470190906075464885782818687662194911, "I am a very old
man; how old I do not know.").
The books were selected because they are in a digital format and in public
domain. The books were retrieved from the Project Gutenberg web-based
service [Gut71].
The books that were used are the A Princess of Mars, The Gods of Mars,
Warlord of Mars, Thuvia, Maid of Mars, The Chessmen of Mars, Tarzan of
the Apes, The Return of Tarzan, The Beasts of Tarzan, The Son of Tarzan,
Tarzan and the Jewels of Opar, Jungle Tales of Tarzan, Tarzan the Untamed,
Tarzan the Terrible, At the Earth’s Core, Pellucidar, The Land That Time
Forgot, The People that Time Forgot and Out of Time’s Abyss.
It was possible to obtain 50000 unique data items from the books.
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4.2 The test scenario

The test scenario starts by running 10 Chord nodes in 1 Ukko node and the
state of the Chord network is saved in a configuration file. The configuration
is used to save a stable state that can be easily restored. When the Chord
network is stable, then 100 data items are stored into the network. After
this the state is saved again using a different configuration name to separate
the two saved network states.
All new Chord nodes join the network in a sequential order.
After the targeted stable network state with data has been reached, a
measurement will be taken to determine the distribution of data in the
network. Specifically, the number of data items stored in each node will be
recorded.
Next, 100 new nodes will be added to the network. While the new nodes
are joining, they are keeping track of the number of network messages that
are needed to get all the routing invariants into a correct state. The joining
nodes also keep track of the number of data items that they receive from
their successors. After a successful join, the measurements will be stored in
a results file.
After the test to obtain the cost of joining has been executed, the stored
stable network state that includes the data items will be restored from saved
configuration.
Next, 100 random successor lookups will be executed through a known node.
The key list used for the lookups is the same one that contains the 50000
key value pairs that are used populate the network with data. The results,
the number of hops each lookup made, is stored in a result file. The number
of hops means the number of times the lookup query was passed from one
node to another.
The network does not need to be populated with data in order to execute
the successor lookups, because the data itself is not a prerequisite to find
the node that is responsible of a certain identifier key value in a network of
arbitrary Chord nodes.
The next step is to bring 10 more Chord nodes to the network, but this
time they will not resolve their finger tables. These new nodes only know
about their successors and predecessors. After this, the successor lookup
is executed again and the results are stored in a separate result file from
the previous successor lookup. When this is done, the network is shut down
and restored from configuration to get rid of the nodes without the correct
routing invariants.
After the network has returned to a stable state, 50% of the nodes are
randomly shut down. The successor lookup with 100 random keys is executed
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again and the results are stored in a separate result file. Lastly the whole
network is shut down and restored from configuration.
This ends the complete test set for a Chord network of a certain size. The
next step is to redo all steps with a bigger network. The amount of nodes
and data items to add, as well as the number of successor lookups, depends
on the target network size. In general, when the stable Chord network
size is increased to N nodes, then the amount of data items is increased to
10*N nodes and 100 successor lookup will be executed against three different
variations of the Chord network.
The size of the Chord network will increase from 10 to 100 in 10 node
intervals. From 100 the size of the network will be increased to 1000 in 100
node intervals. Starting from 1000 nodes to 6000 nodes, the network size
will be increased in 1000 node intervals. From there on, two sets of 2000
nodes will increase the total size of the network to 10000 nodes.
The target is to reach a network that contains 10000 Chord nodes, that should
be sufficient to identify those aspects of the Chord protocol performance that
are logarithmic by nature.
Since the maximum number of available data items is 50000, the measure-
ments to determine the distribution of data in the network will only be done
with networks containing 5000 or less Chord nodes.
50000 is the number of generated data items that was possible to be retrieved
from the source material. It would be possible to use randomly generated
data items to supplement the existing ones, but this will not be necessary
until the network size reaches 5000 Chord nodes.
Since the data items are used to measure the average load on one Chord
node and the average moved data items when a new node joins, it is expected
that using 5000 nodes is enough to find meaningful results. The expectation
is, that the results should not fluctuate after the network size increases from
5000 nodes, since the ratio between the number of nodes and the number of
data items is kept constant.
However, the data is expected to be more evenly distributed in the Chord
network when the network size increases, due to the larger distribution of
the nodes in the identifier key space.
The stable Chord network of 5000 nodes will also be the the maximum stable
network, that will be used to add the new nodes without the finger tables.
Adding the nodes without resolving the finger tables will double the network
size and as based on the same reasoning used previously, a Chord network of
10000 nodes is expected to be big enough retrieve meaningful measurements.
The complete set of Chord nodes will be added to total of 29 Ukko nodes. 1
additional node will be used to execute the test that measures the cost of
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adding 100 new Chord nodes to a stable network. The number of Chord
nodes that will be run on the Ukko nodes will vary. The first 15 Ukko nodes
will each run the maximum of 200 Chord nodes. The next 14 Ukko nodes
will each run the maximum of 500 Chord nodes.
The number of Chord nodes that can be run in a stable manner in each Ukko
node, is limited by the maximum number of open file descriptors a user can
have. All Chord nodes will be run using the author’s user account.
To summarize, the test set used with all network sizes is:

1. From a stable state, start new Chord nodes one at a time. First start
all new nodes from one Ukko node before moving to the next.

2. Save the network state.

3. Add new data items to the network.

4. Save the network state.

5. Execute a query to get the number of data items stored in each Chord
node.

6. Add 100 new nodes to the network to measure the cost of joining.

7. Shut down the Chord network and restore it from the configuration.

8. Execute the successor lookups for random keys.

9. Add new nodes without finger table entries.

10. Execute the successor lookups for the second time.

11. Shut down the Chord network and restore it from the configuration.

12. Shut down 50% of the Chord nodes randomly, but excluding the Chord
node used as the entry point to the network.

13. Execute the successor lookup for the third time.

14. Shut down the Chord network and restore it from the configuration.

The number of nodes, data items and lookups that will be used in different
stages of the testing is shown in the table 3.
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Stage Chord
nodes

Ukko
nodes

Data
items

Lookups Nodes
without
finger
table

Failed
nodes

1 10 1 100 100 10 5
2 20 1 200 100 20 10
3 30 1 300 100 30 15
4 40 1 400 100 40 20
5 50 1 500 100 50 25
6 60 1 600 100 60 30
7 70 1 700 100 70 35
8 80 1 800 100 80 40
9 90 1 900 100 90 45
10 100 1 1000 100 100 50
11 200 1 2000 100 200 100
12 300 2 3000 100 300 150
13 400 2 4000 100 400 200
14 500 3 5000 100 500 250
15 600 3 6000 100 600 300
16 700 4 7000 100 700 350
17 800 4 8000 100 800 400
18 900 5 9000 100 900 450
19 1000 5 10000 100 1000 500
20 1500 8 15000 100 1500 750
21 2000 10 20000 100 2000 1000
22 2500 13 25000 100 2500 1250
23 3000 15 30000 100 3000 1500
24 3500 16 35000 100 3500 1750
25 4000 17 40000 100 4000 2000
26 4500 18 45000 100 4500 2250
27 5000 19 50000 100 5000 2500
28 6000 21 n/a 100 n/a 3000
29 8000 25 n/a 100 n/a 4000
30 10000 29 n/a 100 n/a 5000

Table 3: The number of nodes, data items and lookups in different stages.
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4.3 Collecting the results

The results are written in the directory ./dht/results relative to the main
program directory. There are four result subdirectories, one that contains all
the results from the joining of new nodes, one for the lookup results, one for
the statistics stating how many data objects are stored in each node of the
network and one for tracking the key identifiers of the nodes in each saved
configuration as well as the nodes having been shutdown.
The result files are written automatically by the programs running the tests.
The structure of the results files are such that they can be programmatically
combined and converted into a comma-separated values (CSV ) [Sha05] file.
In practice this means that all results are stored in files in JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON ) [Bra14] form.
Later, during the analysis of the results, the CVS formatted files are manip-
ulated using standard Python libraries and the NumPy library [dev17]. The
NumPy library provides a set of mathematical functions to help with the
preprocessing of the data for analysis.
The results from the join operation contain the ordinal number of the node,
the number of messages that was required to setup the correct routing
invariants and number of data items that were moved to the new node.
There will be one result file for each node that joined the network in a normal
fashion. No result files are written if the nodes were started from a stored
configuration or to a state that was not valid. The file names are based on
the Chord node id and the test stage the result belongs to.
The results from the successor lookups contain the amount of nodes the
lookup passed through when looking for the successor of a random key stored
in the Chord network. One file contain all the results for all lookups done
during one test stage. The test stage, referring to the the current network
size, is identifiable from the name of the file.
The results from the statistics query contains information about the state of
each node in the network. This includes the information on how many data
items has been stored to the node and how many unique Chord nodes are
referenced from its finger table. There will be one file for each stage of the
test.
The result files are added and stored in the same Git repository where the
source code is stored and pushed to the remote repository for safekeeping.

4.4 Analyzing the results

The numerical measurement results stored in the CVS files are loaded and
manipulated using the NumPy library when applicable. When the results
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contain more than just numerical values, then the results need to be processed
using standard Python libraries first. Since the NumPy library provides
powerful mathematical tools for data processing, its use is preferred to the
the standard Python libraries.
The Scikit-learn machine learning library [hll17] is used to find the regression
models from the preprocessed data.
The Scikit-learn and the Numpy libraries are obtained using the Anaconda
Python distribution [Ana17]. The Anaconda distribution provides the com-
mon machine learning, mathematical, data analysis, data manipulation and
plotting libraries in a single readily configured package.
The matplotlib library [dt17] is used to visualize the results data and models.

4.5 Interpreting the results

The target of the performance testing is to validate the performance state-
ments given in the beginning of the section 4. This section defines how the
test results are to be interpreted.
On average, the number of keys each node is responsible for will remain
constant relative to the network size because the ratio of nodes to data items
is kept the same. More interesting question is how equally the data items
are distributed throughout the network. It can be assumed that in bigger
networks the data items will be distributed more equally than in smaller
networks. This is because it is less probable in bigger networks to have
the Chord node key identifiers to be clustered in one particular area of the
identifier space. This assumption is based on the assumption that the SHA-1
hash function is capable of mapping identifiers uniformly over its output
range.
The number of keys a node receives from its successor on average, should
also remain constant relative to the network size. Also in this case as above,
it is assumed that joins in smaller networks will differ more than in bigger
networks, because the data items are expected to be more evenly distributed
in bigger networks.
The identifier lookups are expected to take on average O(logN) messages,
where N is the number of nodes in the network. The results are to be plotted
for visual inspection to try to verify this. In addition, logarithmic regression
and linear regression will be used to model the relationship of the number of
messages and the network size. It is assumed that the logarithmic regression
will provide a better fit, when comparing the two model with each other.
The models will be assessed by comparing the mean squared error (MSE)
[JWHT14] and the coefficient of determination (R2) [Woo15].
Logarithmic regression models are created by applying logarithmic transfor-
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mation of the independent variable x and then applying linear regression to
the result. Where the normal linear regression model is of the form y = b *
x + a, the logarithmic regression model will be of the form y = b * log(x) +
a. The logarithmic function log will always refer to the logarithm of base 2,
log2x, unless stated otherwise.
The mean squared error is an often used measure to assess the quality of fit
of regression models [JWHT14]. The MSE gives a measure how close the
predictions the model gives are to the actual measurements. The closer to
zero an MSE value is, the better the fit.
The coefficient of determination is also a commonly used quality measurement
of regression models [Woo15]. The R2 gives a measure how well the model
explains the measurements based on variance. In general, the R2 value lies
between 0 and 1. The closer to 1 the value is, the better the fit.
The number of network messages needed to establish stable routing invariants
is expected to be O((logN)2), where N is the number of nodes in the network.
Similarly to above, logarithmic and linear regression will be used be used to
model the relationship between the number of messages and the network size.
However, since the relationship model between the number of messages and
the network size is expected to be a polylogarithmic function, more complex
non-linear regression or preprocessing might be necessary to accurately fit
the model.

4.6 Test programs

Several different helper programs are needed for starting new Chord nodes,
starting them from an existing configuration, uploading data items to the
network, saving the network state, retrieving the node statistics and executing
the identifier key successor lookups.
The program that starts new Chord nodes is start_servers and its usage is:

python s t a r t_s e rv e r s . py [−h ] [−b BASE] [−k KNOWN]
[−n NUMBER] [− f ] [−c COUNT] [− s SLEEP]

The optional arguments are:

−h show help message and ex i t
−b BASE base ip address with port
−k KNOWN known ip address with port
−n NUMBER number o f s e r v e r s to be s t a r t ed
−f i n i t the f i r s t known s e r v e r
−c COUNT count o f p r ev i ou s l y s t a r t ed s e r v e r s
−s SLEEP po l l i n g i n t e r v a l in seconds when

wai t ing s e r v e r s to j o i n
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If optional arguments are not given, then a default configuration will be
used. The default configuration are stored as constant values as a part of
the program.
The program keeps track of the number of network messages that are used
to establish the routing invariants when a node joins a Chord network. The
results are stored in a file in ./dht/results/join relative to the main program
directory.
In example, to start 10 Chord node servers from a Ukko node with IPv4
address 86.50.20.7 starting from port 50000 with a known Chord node server
running at 86.50.20.50 in port 51001, the correct command line parameters
would be:

python s t a r t_s e rv e r s . py −b 86 . 5 0 . 2 0 . 7 : 5 0 000
−k 86 . 5 0 . 2 0 . 5 0 : 5 1001 −n 10

All programs are required to be given a known entry point to the Chord
network with the known option -k.
Each program provides more help on its usage when given the help argument
-h.
The program to start Chord nodes from a configuration is
start_servers_from_conf. The configuration argument -c is used to define
the scenario name identifying the configuration or state to be loaded. The
configuration name is defined when saving the the state of a Chord network.
Each Chord node will load its configuration from an individual file located in
./dht/conf/ relative to the main program directory. The program usage is:

python start_servers_from_conf . py [−h ] [−b BASE]
[−k KNOWN] [−n NUMBER] [−c CONF]

When running, the start_servers_from_conf can be given commands from
the command line. It can be given a command to shutdown either all the
nodes it started and are running or only half of them.
The program to start Chord nodes servers without fully resolving the finger
table is
start_servers_without_fingers and its usage is:

python s tar t_serve r s_without_f inger s . py [−h ] [−b BASE]
[−k KNOWN] [−n NUMBER] [−c COUNT] [− s SLEEP]

The above programs are meant to be used in cooperation. First a sta-
ble network state is to be loaded with start_servers_from_conf and then
the network size can be increased by using start_servers. Alternatively,
start_servers_without_fingers can be used on top a stable network to create
an unstable network for performance testing purposes.
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The program upload_data is used to upload data items to an existing and
stable Chord network. The program randomly selects data items to be
uploaded from the master data item file located in ./dht/data relative to the
main program directory. It keeps track of the data items that have already
been uploaded, to make sure that it does not attempt to upload the same
data item twice. The program usage is:

python upload_data . py [−h ] [−k KNOWN] [−n NUMBER]

The program used to retrieve the information about how many data items
are stored in each Chord node is called get_node_statistics. The program
stores the results in a file in ./dht/results/statistics relative to the main
program directory. The program usage is:

python ge t_node_sta t i s t i c s . py [−h ] [−k KNOWN]
[− s SCENARIO]

The save_network_state program is used to save a stable Chord network
state into a set configuration files. One file for each node in the network. Its
usage is:

python save_network_state . py [−h ] [−k KNOWN]
[− s SCENARIO]

The find_successor_lookup program executes a number of key lookup queries
to a Chord network and measures the number of Chord nodes it had to
traverse through to find the correct node. The results are stored in a file in
./dht/results/lookup relative to the main program directore. The program
usage is:

python f ind_successor_lookup . py [−h ] [−k KNOWN]
[−n NUMBER] [− s SCENARIO] [− r RUN]

5 The Chord protocol implementation

The architecture of the Chord implementation aims to separate the concerns of
the applications specific business logic, the application independent business
logic and the interactions with the outside world.
The application specific business logic defines the core behavior of the system.
The application independent business logic refers to all reusable code that is
not specific the system that is being constructed. The outside world refers
to objects that the system needs to interact with, like the user, the Ukko
cluster and the Internet.
In its simplicity, the software is divided into control, entity and interface
objects [Jac92].
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The control objects contain the Chord specific business logic, including the
interaction of several entity objects. The entity objects are domain objects
that are independent of the application business logic. They hold information
that is not volatile and the behavior coupled with that information. The
interface objects are used by control objects to interact with the outside
world.
The control objects depend on the entity and interface objects. In principle,
the interface objects should be replaceable without affecting the behavior of
the control objects.
Having a good separation of concerns allows the different objects to be testable
independently from the overall system. Utilizing good design principles,
such as the Dependency-Inversion Principle [Mar03], that states that objects
should depend on abstractions, allows the use of mock objects as dependencies
during testing.
Mock objects are test specific objects that are used to verify the behavior of
the target object independently from the overall system [Mes07].
The figure 3 visualizes the high level architecture of the implementation. It
is in the form of a Unified Modeling Language (UML) class diagram [Gro15],
that visualizes the static structure of the software.

Figure 3: The class structure of the Chord implementation.

The main control object is the Chord class. It contains the Chord protocol
logic and maintains its state in the Node entity object that represent a Chord
node instance. The Finger and the Address entity objects are used by the
Chord control object, but the Node object keeps track of them.
The Datastore interface object is a representation of storage that the Chord
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control object is using to retrieve and store data. In this implementation it
is a simple dictionary data structure composed of key-value pairs.
The Server interface object is responsible of the runtime context. It and
the RpcTcp object contain the logic how different Chord nodes find each
other and communicate. The RpcBase is an abstract class that defines
required methods the Chord nodes use to interact with each other but does
not contain any implementation details. The communication between nodes
is done using Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol (TCP/IP)
protocols [Pos81b] [Pos81a], but the Chord protocol is unaware of its or Ukko
cluster’s existence.
The Address and Node entity object are used as common request and response
models in the communication between the Server interface and the Chord
control objects. The other data moving between the interface and control
objects and between the Chord nodes in the network is JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) [Bra14] encoded data. All entity data, whether being
stored into files or transmitted over the network as a byte stream, is first
serialized into JSON.
The Server interface object is a threading TCP server that queues, verifies
and parses the incoming requests and then forwards them to the Chord
control object.
The software development process relied on utilizing Test Driven Development
[Mar03], where the tests are implemented before the production code. This
has the effect that the resulting production code will be completely tested.
In total, 74 automated test were implemented. These test can be divided
into two categories, unit and integration tests. The unit tests concentrate on
testing an individual method of a specific class, whereas the integration tests
are used to test the coordinated behavior of several classes working together
[You08].
The automated test act as a specification and documentation to the code
[Mes07]. They also provide a safety net against regression when the code is
being changed.
The Python unittest library [Fou17] was used to implement the automated
test. The tests cover 64% of the source code lines of all control, entity and
interface objects in the protocol implementation. Of the Chord control object
code, 93% of the source code lines are covered. The code coverage measure-
ment was taken using the code coverage tool of the PyCharm integrated
development environment (IDE) [s.r17].
The core Chord protocol implementation contains 1324 lines of Python
code. When including the utility programs, helper and test classes the overall
implementation contains 7902 lines of Python source code. The measurement
was taken using the statistics plugin [Top17] of the PyCharm IDE.
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The stabilization routine described in [SMK+01] was not implemented, so
concurrent joining and leaving of nodes was not supported. However, this
had no effect on the performance testing done in the scope of the thesis. The
main benefit would have been, that the building the Chord networks used
for the testing could have been faster.
The handling failed nodes was based solely on the use of finger tables, meaning
that no additional successor list was used in the nodes.
The identifiers for the Chord nodes were constructed by taking the string
formatted IP address and port number of the Chord node’s address and
joining them together using a colon (":") and taking the SHA-1 hash value of
the resulting string.
It was necessary a add functionality in addition to the basic Chord protocol,
in order to support the gathering of statistics. This functionality triggered
queries, that went through all nodes of the network using the successor
pointer and either caused configuration files to be written to the file system
or a response to be returned that contained the data that had been requested.

6 Test Results and Analysis

This paragraph contains the analysis of the test measurements. Each of the
six performance statements listed in the paragraph 4 are covered separately.

6.1 Keys stored in the nodes of the network

The distribution of data items in the Chord network was measured according
to the plan specified in the paragraph 4. Measurements were taken on 23
different Chord network configurations, varying from 10 to 5000 nodes in
size. The total number of data items stored in a Chord network was always
10 times the number of Chord nodes in the network. E.g. the network of
5000 nodes contained 50000 data items.
In the context of the analysis, the term key refers to a data item if not stated
otherwise.
The measurements taken for each network configuration are visualized in
the box plot in figure 4. The average, median, minimum and maximum
number of data items stored in a single Chord node with respective to all
used network configurations are listed in the table 4.
The top and bottom edges of the boxes in the boxplots used in this theses are
containing values between the upper and lower quartiles, also known as the
interquartile range (IQR). The band inside the box represents the median.
The whisker contain the data between the 1.5 * IQR of the lower quartile and
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1.5 * IQR of the higher quartile. The points outside the whiskers represent
individual data points, the outliers beyond the defined range.

Figure 4: The number of data items (keys) stored in a single node in various
sized networks.

The stored data items were randomly distributed in the network. If the
identifier keys of the Chord nodes and the used data item keys would be
evenly distributed to the identifier key space, it could haven been possible
that all nodes would contain the expected K/N = 10 data items. However,
this is highly improbable in real life. As can be seen in the figure 4, actual
distribution of data items in the network is never even.
As listed in the table 4, the Chord node that has the most data items contains
18% of the total data items in the Chord network when the network size
is 10. The percentage of total data items stored the single node containing
most data items gradually goes down to 0.204% in the 5000 node network.
This is to be expected. When the number of nodes increases, so does the
probability that the data items are evenly distributed. It is highly probable
that the median will remain around and under 10 when the network size
increases from 5000 nodes, because there will always be more nodes that
have less than 10 data items than those that have more.
To elaborate, for every Chord node that takes more than its optimum share
of 10 data items, there must be at least one that has less. If a node has more
than 20 data items, then there must be at least two nodes that have less
than 10 data items and so on.
The first statement about the performance of Chord in section 4 states that:
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”Each node in a Chord network is responsible for K/N keys, where K is the
total number of keys stored in the network and N is the the total number
of nodes in the network.” This is interpreted to mean that each node is
responsible on average K/N keys, since in practice it is impossible for each
node to contain exactly K/N keys due to the random distribution of node id
keys and data item keys in the id key space.
The average median value of the medians listed on the table 4 is 7.13 and
as explained above, this is expected due to the skewness of the data item
distribution caused by a set of outlier nodes each containing a large number
of data items. As it is highly probable that the median value will close on
the average value of K/N, the first performance assumption is considered to
be true.
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Network
size
(nodes)

Total
data
items
in net-
work

Expected
data
items

Avg
data
items
in one
node

Median
data
items
in one
node

Min
data
items
in one
node

Max
data
items
in one
node

Max %
of total
data
items
in one
node

10 100 10 10 10 0 18 18
20 200 10 10 8 0 29 14.5
30 300 10 10 9 0 29 9.67
40 400 10 10 7 0 34 8.5
50 500 10 10 8 0 36 7.2
60 600 10 10 8 0 45 7.5
70 700 10 10 8 0 51 7.29
80 800 10 10 7 0 58 7.25
90 900 10 10 6 0 65 7.22
100 1000 10 10 6 0 70 7
200 2000 10 10 5 0 73 3.65
300 3000 10 10 6 0 69 2.3
400 4000 10 10 7 0 94 2.35
500 5000 10 10 6 0 86 1.72
600 6000 10 10 7 0 78 1.3
700 7000 10 10 7 0 69 0.986
800 8000 10 10 7 0 77 0.963
900 9000 10 10 7 0 71 0.789
1000 10000 10 10 7 0 85 0.85
2000 20000 10 10 7 0 92 0.46
3000 30000 10 10 7 0 88 0.293
4000 40000 10 10 7 0 87 0.217
5000 50000 10 10 7 0 102 0.204

Table 4: Number of data items (keys) stored in a node with different network
sizes.
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6.2 Nodes receiving keys when joining the network

The number of data items being transferred to a node when it joins a
stable Chord network was measured according to the plan. The gathered
measurement data was used to calculate the average transferred data items
in relation to the size of the Chord network. The average transferred data
items in relation to the network size is visualized in the figure 5.

Figure 5: The average number of data items (keys) transferred when a node
joins in relation to various network sizes.

The use of average transferred data items is a good approach, because
the individual measurements inside the each network configuration can vary
greatly. This is visualized in the figure 6 that shows the number of transferred
data items for the first measurement in each network configuration.
The term network configuration is synonymous with network size in the
context of the analysis.
The measurements taken for each network size are visualized in the box plot
in the figure 7. The average, median, minimum and maximum data items
that were transferred respective with the used network sizes are listed in the
table 5 to help interpret the figure 7.
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Figure 6: The number of data items (keys) transferred when the first node
joins.

The average transferred data item count was compared to the expected
model of y = 0 * x + 10. The expectation was that the joining node would
receive O(K/N) data items, where K is the number of data items and N the
number of nodes in the network. Since the number of data items was always
ten times the number of nodes with all used network sizes, the expectation
was that O(10) data items would be received.
In practice the number of received data items should be less than O(10),
since the measurements where taken so that 100 new nodes would join to
a stable network and no new data items would be added between the joins.
This means that the number of data items would remain what it was in the
beginning of a test run with a certain network size, but the ratio of K/N
would gradually go down. However, the effect is smaller with the larger
network sizes than with the small ones, because the new 100 nodes constitute
a smaller portion of the total number of nodes in the network when the
network size increases.
The random distribution of the data items in a Chord network caused a
lot of noise in the networks with a small number of nodes. In attempt to
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Figure 7: The number of data items (keys) transferred when a node join in
relation to various network sizes.

minimize the effect of the noise, only networks with 500 nodes or more where
used measure the quality of the fit with the mean squared error (MSE) and
the coefficient of determination (R2) values against the expected model. The
results are listed in the table 6.
The expected model has the MSE of 0.665 and R2 of -0.00229. Considering
only the MSE, based on the table 6, the mean squared error increases when
the expected number of received data items move away from 10. This happens
with values below and above 10. Based on this O(K/N) = O(10) is a good
estimate.
Based on [Woo15], R2 can be negative if the fit of the model to the data is
purely imaginary.
The negative R2 values in the table 6 are likely caused by the fact, that the
data points visualized in the figure 5 and used to calculate the R2 were not
used in the model generation. The R2 values were ignored when estimating
the quality of fit for the expected model.
The second statement about the performance of Chord in section 4 states that:
”When the (N+1)st node joins the network, the joining node receives O(K/N)
keys from its successor.” Based on the analysis above, this assumption is
true.
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Network
size
(nodes)

Total
keys in
network

Avg trans-
ferred

Median
trans-
ferred

Min
trans-
ferred

Max
trans-
ferred

(10, 110] 100 4.8 5 1 10
(20, 120] 200 5.9 5 0 14
(30, 130] 300 6.9 5 0 16
(40, 140] 400 9.1 7 2 31
(50, 150] 500 8.4 9 0 15
(60, 160] 600 8.0 2 0 39
(70, 170] 700 5.6 2 0 30
(80, 180] 800 11.1 8 0 32
(90, 190] 900 7.7 6 0 19
(100, 200] 1000 6.82 4 0 55
(200, 300] 2000 8.91 6 0 53
(300, 400] 3000 10.06 7 0 46
(400, 500] 4000 10.26 7 0 68
(500, 600] 5000 10.21 8 0 46
(600, 700] 6000 8.97 6 0 57
(700, 800] 7000 8.99 5 0 49
(800, 900] 8000 9.76 6 0 51
(900,
1000]

9000 9.49 7 0 61

(1000,
1100]

10000 9.8 6 0 52

(2000,
2100]

20000 9.76 6 0 80

(3000,
3100]

30000 10.68 8 0 43

(4000,
4100]

40000 11.91 8 0 37

(5000,
5100]

50000 10.04 8 0 39

Table 5: The number of data items transferred to a node when it joins related
to the network size.
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Model MSE R2

y = 0 * x + 13 9.9 -13.9
y = 0 * x + 12 4.82 -6.26
y = 0 * x + 11 1.74 -1.63
y = 0 * x + 10 0.665 -0.00229
y = 0 * x + 9 1.59 -1.39
y = 0 * x + 8 4.51 -5.79
y = 0 * x + 7 9.43 -13.2

Table 6: The expected and comparative models for the moved data items
when a node joins and their respective statistical measurements.
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6.3 Finding a successor in a stable network

The lookup length measurements in a stable Chord network were executed as
planned. The gathered measurement data was used to calculate the average
lookup length for each Chord network size. The average lookup length in
relation to the network size is visualized in the figure 8.

Figure 8: The average measurements and the linear and logarithmic models
for the lookup in a stable network.

The measurements taken for each network size, that were used to calculate
the average lookup length, are visualized in the boxplot in the figure 9. The
average, median, minimum and maximum lookup lengths for all used network
sizes are listed in the table 8 to help interpret the figure 9.
The average lookup length data was used to generate the linear and log-
arithmic regression models listed in the table 7. The quality of the fit is
assessed using the included mean squared error (MSE) and the coefficient of
determination (R2) values. The models are also visualized in the figure 8.
The logarithmic regression model has a smaller MSE (0.0374 ) than the linear
regression model (1.02 ). The logaritmic model also has a better R2 value
of 0.984 compared to the 0.571 of the linear model. Based on this, the
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Figure 9: The lookup length measurements with various network sizes in a
stable network.

Model MSE R2

y = 0.000437 * x + 5.39 1.02 0.571
y = 0.539 * log(x) + 1.53 0.0374 0.984

Table 7: The models and the quality of the fit for the lookup in a stable
network.

logarithmic regression model explains the relationship between the lookup
length and the network size better, than the linear regression model.
The third statement about the performance of Chord in section 4 stated
that: ”Finding a successor of an arbitrary key in a N-node network requires
the query to be routed through O(logN) nodes.” Based on the analysis above,
this assumption is true.
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Nodes in
network

Number
of ex-
ecuted
lookups

Avg hops Median
hops

Min hops Max hops

10 100 3 3 1 5
20 100 3 4 1 6
30 100 4 4 1 7
40 100 4 4 1 7
50 100 5 5 1 7
60 100 5 5 2 7
70 100 5 5 2 8
80 100 5 5 2 8
90 100 5 5 2 8
100 100 5 5 2 8
200 100 6 6 3 9
300 100 6 6 3 9
400 100 7 7 1 11
500 100 7 6 4 11
600 100 6 6 4 10
700 100 7 7 1 11
800 100 7 7 1 11
900 100 7 7 1 12
1000 100 7 7 3 11
2000 100 8 7 4 13
3000 100 8 8 4 12
4000 100 8 8 5 12
5000 100 8 8 1 14
6000 100 8 8 1 12
8000 100 8 8 5 12
10000 100 9 9 5 14

Table 8: The measurement details with average, min and max lookup lengths
in hops for the lookup in a stable network.
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6.4 Messages exchanged to update the routing invariants
when a node joins the network

The number of messages being exchanged to update the routing invariants
of a node that joins a stable Chord network was measured according to the
plan. The gathered measurement data was used to calculate the average
exchanged messages in relation to the size of the Chord network. The average
exchanged messages in relation to the network size is visualized in the figure
10.
The use of average transferred messages provides a good estimate, because
the individual measurements inside the different network configurations can
vary greatly. This is visualized in 11 that shows the number of exchanged
messages for the first measurement in each network configuration.

Figure 10: The average number of messages exchanged to update the routing
invariants when a new node joins in relation to various network sizes.

The measurements taken for each network size are visualized in the box plot
in the figure 12. The average, median, minimum and maximum number of
exchanged message for all used network sizes are listed in the table 9 to help
interpret the figure 12.
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Figure 11: The number of messages exchanged to update the routing invari-
ants when the first node joins a network of certain size.

The average exchanged messages data was used to generate the linear and
logarithmic regression models listed in the table 10. The quality of the fit is
assessed using the included mean squared error (MSE) and the coefficient of
determination (R2) values. The models are also visualized in the figure 10.
The number exchanged messages fluctuated greatly when the network size is
small. In an attempt to increase the probability of isolating a pattern from
the noise, only the results from networks with 50 or more nodes where used
to generate the regression models.
The resulting logarithmic regression model has a smaller MSE (1.29 ) than
the linear regression model (1.38 ). The logaritmic model also has a better R2

value of 0.184 compared to the 0.133 of the linear model. Even though the
logarithmic regression model explains the relationship between the exchanged
messages and the network size better than the linear regression model, it
does not do so convincingly. The absolute difference of MSE is 0.09 which is
equals to increase of 6.98% from 1.29 to 1.38. Additionally, both R2 values
are quite low and do not indicate a good fit. One affecting issue is that the
different average values are close to each other with an absolute difference of
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Figure 12: The number of messages exchanged when a node joins to update
the routing invariants in relation to various network sizes.

8 between the minimum average of 316 and the maximum average of 324.
The fourth statement about the performance of Chord in section 4 states
that: ”When a node joins the network, O((logN)2) messages are needed to
update the routing invariants of the affected nodes.” Based on the analysis
above, this assumption cannot be verified or questioned.
Executing more test runs and including larger networks could be used in
attempt to find a clearer pattern and lower the noise.
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Network
size (nodes)

Avg Median Min Max

(10, 110] 323.4 324 315 328
(20, 120] 320.2 320 311 328
(30, 130] 321.2 320 315 331
(40, 140] 323.3 323 316 333
(50, 150] 320.8 321 310 332
(60, 160] 317.4 316 312 328
(70, 170] 317.0 318 307 329
(80, 180] 320.9 321 310 330
(90, 190] 319.7 318 313 329
(100, 200] 320.12 319 307 338
(200, 300] 320.56 318 307 350
(300, 400] 320.47 318 305 362
(400, 500] 321.62 318 308 377
(500, 600] 320.8 318 307 364
(600, 700] 318.87 317 301 356
(700, 800] 320.22 317 306 365
(800, 900] 320.28 319 303 367
(900, 1000] 319.29 318 305 364
(1000, 1100] 320.45 317 303 361
(2000, 2100] 319.78 317 301 387
(3000, 3100] 321.27 319 304 355
(4000, 4100] 322.33 320 301 364
(5000, 5100] 320.23 317 301 357

Table 9: Messages needed to update the routing invariants of a node when it
joins.

Model MSE R2

y = 0.000328 * x + 320 1.38 0.133
y = 0.262 * log(x) + 318 1.29 0.184

Table 10: The expected model for the data moved data items.
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6.5 Finding a successor in a network where half of the nodes
are missing routing invariants

The lookup length measurements in a Chord network where half of the
Chord nodes were missing routing invariants were executed as planned. The
gathered measurement data was used to calculate the average lookup length
for each Chord network size. The average lookup length in relation to the
network size is visualized in the figure 13.
The measurements taken for each network size, that were used to calculate
the average lookup length, are visualized in the box plot in figure 14. The
average, median, minimum and maximum lookup lengths for all used network
sizes are also listed in the table 12 to help interpret the figure 14.

Figure 13: The average measurements and the linear and logarithmic models
for the lookup in a network were half of the nodes are missing finger tables.

The average lookup length data was used to generate the linear and logarith-
mic regression models listed in the table 11. The quality of the fit can be
assessed using the included mean squared error (MSE) and the coefficient of
determination (R2) values. The models are also visualized in the figure 13.
The logarithmic regression model has a smaller MSE (0.082 ) than the linear
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Figure 14: The lookup length measurements with various network sizes in a
network were half of the nodes are missing finger tables.

regression model (1.11 ). The logaritmic model also has a better R2 value of
0.963 compared to the 0.5 of the linear model. Based on this, the logarithmic
regression model explains the relationship between the lookup length and
the network size better, than the linear regression model.
The fifth statement about the performance of Chord in section 4 stated that:
”When N new nodes, each without finger pointers, join an existing stable
network of N nodes, the successor lookup of a key will still take O(logN)
messages.” Based on the analysis above, this assumption is true.

Model MSE R2

y = 0.000397 * x + 6.12 1.11 0.5
y = 0.587 * log(x) + 1.54 0.082 0.963

Table 11: The models and the quality of the fit for the lookup in a network
where half of the nodes are missing finger tables.
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Nodes in
network

Number
of
lookups

Avg Median Min Max

20 100 4 4 1 7
40 100 4 4 1 8
60 100 5 5 1 8
80 100 5 5 1 8
100 100 6 6 1 9
120 100 6 6 1 9
140 100 6 6 1 10
160 100 6 6 3 10
180 100 6 6 1 9
200 100 6 6 1 12
400 100 7 7 3 13
600 100 7 7 3 15
800 100 7 7 3 13
1000 100 8 8 3 17
1200 100 8 8 3 13
1400 100 8 7 3 16
1600 100 8 7 1 18
1800 100 8 8 4 15
2000 100 8 8 4 17
4000 100 9 8 4 15
6000 100 9 8 4 14
8000 100 9 9 4 15
10000 100 9 9 4 16

Table 12: The measurement details with average, min and max lookup
lengths for the lookup in a network were half of the nodes are missing finger
tables.
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6.6 Finding a successor in a network where half of the nodes
have been shutdown

The lookup length measurements in a partially shutdown Chord network
were executed as planned. The gathered measurement data was used to
calculate the average lookup length for each Chord network size. The average
lookup length in relation to the network size is visualized in the figure 15.
The measurements taken for each network size, that were used to calculate
the average lookup length, are visualized in the boxplot in the figure 16.
The average, median, minimum and maximum lookup lengths for all used
network sizes are listed in the table 14 to help interpret the figure 16.

Figure 15: The average measurements and the linear and logarithmic models
for the lookup in a network were half of the nodes have been shutdown.

Based on the table 14, on average 34% of the lookups were successful when
taken account all 23 test runs with different network sizes and with the
network shutdown rate of 50%. The table 15 shows how the number of failed
lookups increases when the portion of the network that has been shutdown
increases. The original size of the network is 10,000 Chord nodes.
To measure the failure rate on each stage, five runs of 100 lookup queries
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Figure 16: The lookup length measurements with various network sizes in a
network were half of the nodes have been shutdown.

were executed and failures counted.
A lookup is considered to have failed, when the lookup query cannot be
routed to a node that is responsible of the key being used in the lookup.
This happens if the target node has been shutdown or there is no path to
the target node due to a large portion of the preceding nodes having been
shutdown.
As seen in the table 15, the failure rate exceeds 50% when 38% of the original
network was shutdown. Note that this test was only executed one time
for each network configuration and size. Therefore the results cannot be
considered to be definite, but it does indicate that routing to nodes will start
failing even if a small part of the network has been shutdown.
The average lookup length data was used to generate the linear and loga-
rithmic regression models listed in the table 13. The quality of the fit is
assessed using the included mean squared error (MSE) and the coefficient of
determination (R2) values. The models are also visualized in the figure 15.
The logarithmic regression model has a smaller MSE (0.381 ) than the linear
regression model (1.63 ). The logaritmic model also has a better R2 value
of 0.913 compared to the 0.628 of the linear model. Based on this, the
logarithmic regression model explains the relationship between the lookup
length and the network size better than the linear regression model.
Whereas the logarithmic nature of the lookup cost is clear, it can be ques-
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tioned whether the results hold with high probability due to the high failure
rate. The results show that the rate of failing to route a request goes down
when the size of the network increases. Additionally, the successor list allow-
ing nodes to track several consecutive successors and described in [SMK+01]
was not implemented. It is assumed that the use of the successor list would
have considerably decreased the failure rate. Based on this, it is assumed
that the results will hold with probability at least 1 − 1/nc, where n is the
number of nodes for any c ≥ 1 and that the probability will close to 1 with
a high n.
The sixth statement about the performance of Chord in section 4 stated that:
”When half of nodes of a stable N node network fail and are disconnected from
the network, the successor lookup of a key will still take O(logN) messages.”
Based on the analysis above, this assumption is true.

Model MSE R2

y = 0.000624 * x + 5.14 1.63 0.628
y = 0.801 * log(x) + -0.967 0.381 0.913

Table 13: The models and the quality of the fit for the lookup in a network
with half of the nodes having been shutdown..
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Nodes
in net-
work

Total
lookups
(N)

Successful
lookups
(N)

Avg Median Min Max

20 100 48 2 2 1 4
40 100 58 3 3 1 4
60 100 41 4 4 3 6
80 100 43 5 5 1 6
100 100 35 5 4 1 8
120 100 43 4 4 3 7
140 100 33 5 4 1 9
160 100 28 6 6 2 8
180 100 40 4 4 1 7
200 100 44 6 6 1 10
400 100 18 5 6 3 7
600 100 38 7 7 2 10
800 100 41 6 6 3 10
1000 100 22 6 6 3 8
1200 100 28 7 7 4 11
1400 100 16 6 6 4 10
1600 100 30 8 8 3 15
1800 100 31 8 8 3 11
2000 100 20 8 8 3 16
4000 100 32 10 10 5 15
6000 100 24 8 8 5 12
8000 100 33 10 8 6 19
10000 100 31 10 10 4 15

Table 14: The measurement details with number of successful lookups and
average, min and max lookup lengths for the lookup in a network where half
of the nodes have been shutdown.
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Running
nodes
(N)

Network
up (%)

Fails
on run
1

Fails
on run
2

Fails
on run
3

Fails
on run
4

Fails
on run
5

Total
fails

Fail
(%)

9570 96 1 4 5 1 4 15 3
9500 95 10 8 6 9 7 40 8
9250 92 12 12 13 10 10 57 11
9000 90 21 12 11 8 18 70 14
8750 88 15 14 20 22 19 90 18
8500 85 24 12 23 22 14 95 19
8250 82 17 22 26 21 28 114 23
8000 80 21 31 37 22 21 132 26
7750 78 30 31 26 32 24 143 29
7500 75 30 26 30 30 30 146 29
7250 72 39 37 32 28 32 168 34
7000 70 38 40 40 43 30 191 38
6750 68 47 46 39 47 37 216 43
6500 65 50 35 47 45 37 214 43
6400 64 38 49 49 47 49 232 46
6300 63 42 51 41 48 51 233 47
6200 62 52 49 56 54 54 265 53
6100 61 56 39 52 40 43 230 46
6000 60 48 60 59 48 60 275 55
5900 59 60 54 62 52 57 285 57
5800 58 50 61 59 63 54 287 57
5700 57 52 53 56 54 60 275 55
5600 56 62 60 63 59 56 300 60
5500 55 57 57 59 65 63 301 60
5400 54 61 61 66 62 59 309 62
5300 53 60 62 62 69 66 319 64
5200 52 61 66 66 58 63 314 63
5100 51 56 65 64 70 59 314 63
5000 50 65 71 75 68 67 346 69

Table 15: The failure rate of lookups in a partially shutdown network.
Five measurements taken with different parts of the network having been
shutdown.
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7 Conclusions

After analyzing the results, the following conclusions can be drawn. Let K be
the total number keys stored in the network that consists of total N number
of Chord nodes. Each node in a Chord network is responsible for K/N keys
and when the (N+1)st node joins the network, the joining node receives
O(K/N) keys from its successor. Finding a node responsible of a key takes
O(logN) hops over the network. The lookup requests take O(logN) number
of hops, even when half of the nodes in the network are either without valid
finger pointers or have failed.
The chosen test approach of generating linear and logarithmic regression
models and comparing them using the mean squared error (MSE) and the
coefficient of determination (R2) was strong enough to draw clear conclusions
about the nature of the performance statements stated above.
No conclusions could be drawn about the performance assumption, that
O((logN)2) messages are needed to update the routing invariants of the
affected nodes when a new node joins the network. The generated model
could not be used to either verify or question this point. It is assumed, that
using bigger network size beyond the 5000 Chord nodes that was now used,
could result in obtaining measurements suitable for building a more accurate
model.
In all tests, a singular and predefined Chord node was used to execute the
tests. It might have been prudent to use several different, randomly chosen
nodes as entry points to the Chord network. This would have required more
test runs per test, but would have negated, or lessened, any bias that came
from using a singular node as a starting point. It can be that the local
network topology around that one node skewed the results in a significant
manner.
Additionally, it would have been prudent to implement the successor list
explained in [SMK+01] for the testing of finding a successor in a network
where up to half of the nodes have failed. It is assumed, that using the
successor list would have provided better reliability to the results.
Setting up the test networks in the Ukko cluster was time consuming. On
average it took from one to three minutes to have a new node join the network
when the network size was big enough. The possibility to have nodes joining
concurrently would have helped and opened the possibility to consider using
bigger network sizes than the 10000 now used. This would have required to
implement the stabilization routing described in [SMK+01].
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